Abstract-We introduce a cross-layer priority-aware packet fragmentation scheme at the MAC layer to enhance the quality of pre-encoded H.264/AVC compressed bitstreams over bit-rate limited error-prone links in wireless networks. The H.264 slices are classified in four priorities at the encoder based on their cumulative mean square error (CMSE) contribution towards the received video quality. The slices of a priority class in each frame are aggregated into video packets of corresponding priority. We derive the optimal fragment size for each priority class which achieves the maximum expected weighted goodput at different encoded video bit rates, slice sizes and bit error rates. Priority-aware packet fragmentation invokes slice discard in the buffer due to channel bit rate constraints on allocating fragment header bits. We propose a slice discard scheme using frame importance and slice CMSE contribution to control error propagation effects. Packet fragmentation is extended to slice fragmentation by modifying the conventional H.264 decoder to handle partial slice decoding. Priority-aware slice fragmentation combined with the proposed slice discard scheme provides considerable PSNR and VQM gains as compared to priority-agnostic fragmentation.
wireless networks provide only limited and time-varying quality-of-service (QoS) support for these applications.
H.264 AVC is the state-of-the-art video compression standard jointly developed by the ITU and ISO [1] . The compressed video is vulnerable to losses due to channel impairments. Lost video packets induce different levels of quality degradation due to temporal and spatial dependencies in the compressed bitstream. An important problem which affects video quality is error propagation when an error in a reference frame propagates in the decoder to future reconstructed frames which are predicted from that reference frame. This problem led to the design of error-resiliency features such as flexible macroblock ordering (FMO), data partitioning and error concealment schemes in H.264 [1] [2] [3] .
Packet segmentation and reassembly, carried out at the transport layer of the source and gateway nodes to comply with the maximum packet size requirements of intermediate networks [4] , [5] , cannot efficiently adapt to the varying channel conditions at the intermediate nodes. Furthermore, video streaming uses real-time transport protocol (RTP) and user datagram protocol (UDP). As a result, the transport layer is less important for error protection and bandwidth adaptation. Recent research has demonstrated the promise of cross-layer protocols for supporting the QoS demands of multimedia applications over wireless networks [6] [7] [8] . For example, van der Schaar et al. [7] show the benefits of the joint APP-MAC-PHY approach for transmitting video over wireless networks.
Packet fragmentation at the MAC layer is primarily done to adapt the packet size to the channel error characteristics, in order to improve the successful packet transmission probability and reduce the cost of packet retransmissions. MAC layer fragmentation and retransmission also avoid costly transport layer retransmissions [9] , [10] . Fragmentation calls for a trade-off between reducing the number of overhead bits per packet by adopting large fragments and reducing the transmission error rate by using small fragments. However maximum throughput does not guarantee the minimum video distortion at the receiver due to the following reasons-First, unlike data packets, loss of H.264 compressed video packets induces different amounts of distortion in the received video. Therefore the fragment size should be adaptive to the packet priority. Second, conventional packet fragmentation schemes discard a packet unless all its fragments are received correctly. However, video data is loss tolerant and a packet can be partially decoded even when some of its fragments are lost. Also real-time video transmission is delay-sensitive and retransmission of corrupted fragments may not be feasible.
In this paper, we consider H.264 AVC encoded videos with slicing configuration, where each slice can be independently decoded. The video slices are classified in four priority classes based on the distortion contributed by their loss to the received video quality. The slices of a priority class in each frame are aggregated into corresponding video packets whose size is bounded by the network maximum transmission unit (MTU).
The proposed cross-layer approach considers real-time streaming of the pre-encoded H.264 video streams. Under known link conditions, we address the problem of assigning optimal fragment sizes to the individual priority packets at the MAC layer, within the channel bit-rate limitations. In our scenario, optimality is defined by maximizing the expected weighted goodput. The scheme will provide higher transmission reliability to the high priority packets by using smaller fragments, at the expense of 1) allowing larger fragment sizes for the low priority packets, and 2) discarding some low priority packets to meet the channel bit-rate limitations, whenever necessary. The branch-and-bound (BnB) algorithm along with an interval arithmetic method [11] [12] [13] is used to find the maximum expected weighted goodput and derive the optimal fragment sizes. Other features include a slice discard scheme based on the frame importance and the cumulative mean square error (CMSE) contribution of the slice, a slice fragmentation approach by modifying the conventional H.264 decoder to handle partial slice decoding, and use of various slice sizes. We show that adapting fragment sizes to the packet priority classes reduces the overall expected video distortion at the receiver. Our scheme does not assume retransmission of lost fragments and packets since real-time video transmission is delay-sensitive and retransmission of corrupted fragments may not be feasible. A preliminary shorter version of this paper appeared in [14] .
Section II discusses past research on packet fragmentation and packet size optimization. Section III formulates the expected weighted goodput maximization problem and presents the interval arithmetic analysis for determining the fragment sizes. The comparison between the performance of priority-aware and priority-agnostic fragmentation is discussed in Section IV. Experimental results for different combinations of video bit rates, slice sizes and varying channel conditions are discussed in Section V. Finally Section VI discusses the applications of the proposed model and conclusions.
II. RELATED WORK
MAC frame length control has been studied in the past for different purposes such as 1) maximizing wireless network or user or link throughput [15] [16] [17] [18] , 2) optimizing energy efficiency and transmission range [19] [20] [21] , 3) dynamic multi-rate link adaptation [22] , and 4) goodput enhancement, delay and retransmission control [23] . Yin et al. in [15] determine the feasible packet size which achieves maximum network saturation throughput for a WLAN operating in the IEEE 802.11 distributed coordination function mode. The channel conditions are assumed to be constant throughout the network and the overhead due to retransmission bounds at the MAC layer is taken into consideration. The derived packet size is fixed for every user in the network. Throughput enhancement over time-varying Ricean fading channels in WLANs is studied in [16] . The authors dynamically vary the MAC fragmentation threshold based on the ratio of transmission rate allowed by the receiver (based on its channel conditions) to the sender's packet generation rate. Though lower fragmentation threshold provides better throughput, this scheme does not consider the effect of additional overhead bits and the back-off time on packet delay. A cross-layer design between the MAC and physical layer (PHY) in WLANs is studied in [17] . The optimal packet size is derived for direct sequence spread spectrum and frequency hopping spread spectrum systems by using the channel BER as an interface parameter. The performance of automatic repeat request combined with dynamic packet fragmentation is studied during wireless channel failures (i.e., unavailability of channel) for highly concentrated Gaussian or exponentially distributed data transmitted over distributed computing systems [18] . The authors show that MAC retransmissions of packets of different sizes result in power-law delays and poor utilization of network resources. They propose aggregating small packets into larger ones and using dynamic fragmentation depending on the channel availability period to improve network throughput.
The throughput enhancement in the above schemes [15] [16] [17] [18] is observed at poor channel conditions at the cost of longer packet delay. Adaptive MAC frame length control has also been used for increasing energy efficiency in [19] and latency control for meeting packet delay requirements in real-time environments on test beds in [20] and [21] . Goodput analysis combined with link rate adaptation for IEEE 802.11a is carried out as a function of the payload size in [22] . This scheme uses an auto rate fallback mechanism which alternates between 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps PHY rates depending on the result of the timeout function and the missed ACK frames. The goodput is computed as the ratio of the payload transmission time to the total time needed to transmit a data packet. Another dynamic fragmentation scheme for goodput enhancement is discussed in [23] . In the above schemes, a successful data packet reception requires the successful transmission/re-transmission of each packet fragment. This introduces considerable delay which may not be suitable for real-time multimedia applications [24] .
Recent research has shown the promise of cross-layer protocols in wireless networks [6] [7] [8] . van der Schaar et al. [7] discuss different cross layer solutions and extend the MAC-centric approach to demonstrate that the joint APP-MAC-PHY approach is best suited for transmitting multimedia (e.g., video streaming) over wireless networks.
Lately some cross-layer packet aggregation and fragmentation schemes have been proposed for enhancing H.264 compressed video transmission over wireless networks [25] [26] [27] [28] . Fallah et al. [25] proposed the fragmentation and aggregation of H.264 network abstraction layer units (NALU) in order to enhance the quality of the decoded video stream over IEEE 802.11 WLAN. They showed that the video quality is increased when the fragmentation is done at the application layer through slicing the video compared to when fragmentation is done at the MAC layer. However, they did not combine the application layer slicing and aggregation with MAC layer fragmentation and also did not consider the packet priorities. Connie et al. [26] extended the idea of application layer fragmentation proposed in [25] to 3G UMTS networks in both uplink and downlink transmissions. The Extended Profile of H.264 divides the video data into three partitions (DP A, B and C) with different levels of importance. In order to support QoS requirements of a H.264 bitstream, Ksentini et al. [27] mapped the IEEE 802.11e MAC access categories (AC) to these different data partitions (DP). Fallah et al. [28] extended the idea in [27] and employed controlled access phase scheduling (CAPS) in the IEEE 802.11e hybrid coordination function controlled channel access (HCCA) mode.
III. PROPOSED CROSS-LAYER FRAGMENTATION SCHEME

A. H.264 Slice and Video Packet Formation
In this paper, we consider videos which are pre-encoded using H.264/AVC with fixed slice size configuration. In this configuration, macroblocks are aggregated into a slice such that their accumulated size does not exceed the pre-defined slice size. However, the chosen slice size represents the upper limit and some slices may be smaller [29] .
The network limits the number of bytes that can be transmitted in a single packet based on the MTU bound. The slices formed at the encoder are aggregated into a video packet for transport over IP networks and each of these packets is appended with RTP/UDP/IP headers of 40 bytes [30] as shown in Fig. 1 . This aggregation of slices helps to control the amount of network overhead added to the video data. If the video slices are classified in two or more priority classes as explained in Section III-B, the priority slices of each frame are separately aggregated to form packets. The video packets are fragmented at the data link layer and each fragment is attached with 50 byte MAC and PHY layer headers. Fig. 1 illustrates the cross-layer fragmentation approach.
We use a binary symmetric channel where is the BER. The data link layer fragments the packets using channel BER information from the PHY layer and slice priority information from the application layer. Here we assume that the data link layer is continuously updated with the channel BER from the PHY layer.
B. Slice Priority
H.264 slices are prioritized based on their distortion contribution to the received video quality. The total distortion of one slice loss is computed using CMSE which takes into consideration the error propagation within the entire GOP. All slices in a GOP are distributed into four priority classes based on their pre-computed CMSE values. Priority 1 slices induce the highest distortion whereas priority 4 slices induce the least distortion to the received video quality. The slice priority value is stored in the 2-bit nal_ref_idc field of the slice header [31] . We combine priority 1 and priority 2 slices into a "high priority" class and priority 3 and priority 4 slices into a "low priority" class to reduce the complexity of the optimization algorithm discussed in Section III-E. However, the original four-level priority information can still be accessed from the nal_ref_idc field of each slice and will be used in our proposed slice discard scheme.
C. Video Packet Fragmentation
Optimal fragment size is determined to maximize the expected weighted goodput which will be explained in Section III-D2. We design two types of packet fragmentation schemes-video packet priority-agnostic and priority-aware. Each of these schemes has two types, slice fragmentation disabled and slice fragmentation enabled. When slice fragmentation is disabled, the fragment size cannot be smaller than the target slice size and each fragment contains one or more slices in their entirety. This restriction on the fragment size is not needed when slice fragmentation is enabled. As a result, a fragment can contain partial slice data, including the cases of less than one slice and more than one slice. In Fig. 2 , we illustrate an example where the computed optimal fragment size is larger than the target slice size but smaller than twice the target slice size. In the slice fragmentation disabled case, Fragment 1 contains only slice 1 since slice 2 is too large to fit entirely in it. Similarly, Fragments 2 and Fragment 3 contain only slice 2 and slice 3, respectively, since the next slice cannot fit in them. Slices 4 and 5 are small enough to be aggregated in Fragment 4. For the slice fragmentation enabled case, Fragment 1 contains slice 1 and the initial portion of slice 2, Fragment 2 contains the remaining portion of slice 2 and the complete slice 3, and Fragment 3 contains slices 4 and 5.
To enable slice fragmentation, the H.264 decoder is modified to perform partial slice decoding [32] , [33] . If the first fragment of a slice containing the slice header is lost, the entire slice is discarded. When an intermediate fragment is in error, the macroblock (MB) data of the slice contained in fragments before the corrupted fragment is successfully decoded, and the remaining MB data is concealed at the decoder. We use the concealment scheme implemented in JM 14.2 [29] . 
D. Problem Formulation for Determining Optimal Fragment Sizes
In conventional packet fragmentation schemes, the data link layer at the receiver expects that erroneous fragments of a packet would be retransmitted, and the entire packet is discarded if any one of its fragments is not received properly. However, retransmission of corrupted fragments may not be feasible in real-time video streaming applications. Since the video bitstream is tolerant to packet losses, the decoder reconstructs the lost packets or fragments using error concealment. Video traffic can also tolerate some low priority slices being discarded to accommodate a higher fragmentation overhead when the overall video bit rate exceeds the channel bit rate. In this section, we discuss the priority-agnostic and priority-aware fragmentation schemes. Here the priority-agnostic fragmentation scheme is based on [20] , [25] , and [26] .
1) Priority-Agnostic Fragmentation:
A measure of the reliable transmission of packets over error-prone channels is goodput. We define the goodput as the expected number of successfully received video bits per second (bps) normalized by the target video bit rate bps. depends on the fragment success rate which is a function of the fragment size and the channel BER . We assume that each slice is bits long in our theoretical formulation. A fragment is successfully received iff all the bits of that fragment are received without error. The is expressed as
Here, the fragment size is bits, containing bits of slice data (i.e., payload) and MAC and PHY header bits. For a given value of , is the corresponding number of fragments transmitted every second and is the corresponding expected number of successfully received fragments.
is computed as . We assume that the channel bit rate is bps, the average video bit rate is bps, and on average slices are generated every second. The number of payload bits in a fragment can vary from 1 to bits, where represents the MTU size. Therefore, the feasible number of slices in each fragment varies as . If slice fragmentation is disabled, is an integer with minimum value of 1. The expected goodput is computed, after excluding the header bits associated with each fragment, as (2) Here, the objective is to find the optimal fragment size such that is maximum:
in (3) implies that sufficient bits are available to allocate headers to all the fragments generated in one second. The condition implies that for a fragment size of bits, the requirement for the number of overhead bits exceeds the channel bit rate. Therefore the corresponding number of application layer packets that would be discarded is . The corresponding number of discarded slices is
We use a quantized exhaustive search algorithm with a step size of 50 bytes for 30 possible fragment sizes between 50 and 1500 bytes to compute the optimal fragment size in (3). Fig. 3(a) shows the variation in expected goodput for different fragment sizes and channel BERs for a video encoded at Kbps with 150 byte slices. The channel bit rate is set to 1 Mbps for all the cases discussed in this paper. The maximum video data in a fragment is limited by P = 1500 bytes. For a fragment of 1500 bytes, the maximum value of is 55% for which increases to 98% for a lower channel error rate , because the fragment success rate increases as the channel BER decreases. The expected goodput also depends on the number of slices discarded. Note that more slices are discarded as the fragment size decreases since the requirement for header bits increases. Therefore, for a fragment size of 150 bytes, though is higher than that for larger fragment sizes, the corresponding is lower. We observe that the value of for is significantly lower than for lower values of . The system achieves a higher value of at this BER when the encoding bit rate is lower, as shown in Fig. 3(b) for the 720 Kbps video bit rate. There lies an optimal point in each case which trades off the losses due to channel errors with the packet discards. For example, the maximum value of is achieved at fragment sizes of 300 and 750 bytes for and , respectively. Fig. 3(b) illustrates the variation in for different fragment sizes and three different encoded video bit rates at . For Kbps, sufficient bits are available to allocate headers to each fragment. So every slice of the video packet can be transmitted independently in a fragment with maximum . However, the maximum achievable decreases as the encoded video bit rate increases and gets close to (i.e., Kbps) or exceeds (i.e., Mbps). This is because fewer bits are now available for allocating fragment headers. More header bits can only be accommodated by discarding some slices. As a result, the maximum value of decreases to 77% and 69% for video bit rates of 960 Kbps and 1080 Kbps, respectively, when each fragment contains two slices. Fig. 4 shows the amount of discarded data for different video encoding rates at . As the video encoding rate increases, more slices are generated every second. When the encoding rate is 720 Kbps, sufficient bits are available to allocate fragment headers and hence no slice is discarded when fragment size bytes. When increases to 960 Kbps, the amount of discarded data increases. When the encoding rate (1080 Kbps) exceeds , 14.1 Kbytes worth of slice data is discarded every second even for a 1500 byte fragment size (i.e., no fragmentation). Though one may be inclined to choose a large fragment size to reduce the number of discarded slices, it also decreases the fragment success rate as explained in Fig. 3 and shown in (1) .
2) Priority-Aware Fragmentation: We extend the fragmentation scheme to make it adaptive to the individual packet priority classes. We assign smaller fragment sizes to higher priority packets to increase their transmission success probability. The video packets are divided in two priorities and the link layer scheduler shown in Fig. 1 transmits all the high priority fragments before low priority fragments during every second. We define a new performance parameter called the expected weighted goodput , which is computed as a linear combination of individual priority goodput : (5) The weights and capture the relative distortion contribution per bit from the individual slice priorities.
is computed as the ratio of the mean CMSE of the high priority slices to the mean CMSE of all slices in the pre-encoded video, and . We used the median of all slice CMSE values as the CMSE threshold for assigning slice priority. The weights depend on this threshold, video content and encoding parameters such as target encoding rate and slice size . We define as the number of slices that are aggregated into each fragment of the high priority and low priority packets if slice fragmentation is disabled. The corresponding fragment sizes would be , . Let be the total number of slices generated in one second, and and be the corresponding numbers of high priority and low priority slices generated per second. During each second it is difficult to predict the number of packets in each priority queue at the data link layer. If video during some period of time has high motion activity, it would have more slices with CMSE values greater than the threshold. As a result, there will be more high priority packets. In any given second, the number of high priority slices can vary from and the expected number is . Hence a truncated normal distribution, which is symmetric about and spanning from 0 to N is considered here: (6) where is a normalization constant to make this a proper probability mass function. Now we find which maximizes averaged over all possible queue lengths from (7) Here, is the probability of a given high priority queue length . The individual priority goodputs and for a given high priority queue length and corresponding low priority queue length are therefore computed using the expected goodput formula expressed in (3):
The low priority goodput is computed from the bits remaining to be allocated after all the high priority fragments have been transmitted during each second. Condition (a) in (8) and (9) implies that sufficient bits are available to allocate fragment headers when high and low priority fragments are transmitted at sizes and . Condition (b) in (8) implies that all the low and some high priority slices should be discarded to accommodate the overhead demand and satisfy the channel bit rate constraint while transmitting at a fragment size . The slice discard scheme is discussed later in Section V-C. Further, Condition (b) in (9) implies that there are sufficient bits to transmit all high priority fragments at size , but not for transmitting all low priority fragments at size . Therefore, some low priority slices should be discarded. Combining (7)-(9) and substituting , we formulate the objective function to maximize as shown in (10) at the bottom of the page. Fig. 5 shows and the number of discarded slices during one second for the CIF Foreman video encoded at Kbps over a channel with Mbps at . The weights used were derived for the Foreman video sequence. The mean CMSE value of high priority slices contributes 89% of the received video distortion whereas the mean CMSE value of low priority slices contributes only 11%. The optimal fragment sizes are determined in terms of the number of 150 byte slices that can be aggregated into each priority fragment. In Fig. 5(a) , and are the optimal high and low priority fragment sizes which achieve the maximum goodput of 0.954. This is achieved at the cost of discarding 56 low priority slices per second as shown in Fig. 5(b) . As the fragment size decreases, the fragment success rate increases but the number of discarded slices also increases due to higher fragment overhead. When , more than 175 slices are discarded as shown in Fig. 5(b) and the corresponding decreases to 0.92 in Fig. 5(a) . Also when i.e., low priority packets are transmitted at smaller fragment sizes and high priority packets are transmitted at larger fragment size, the corresponding reaches its minimum value of 0.87 and 85 low priority slices are discarded.
E. Branch-and-Bound (BnB) Optimization Using Interval Arithmetic Analysis
We used the BnB technique along with interval arithmetic analysis to solve the priority-aware expected weighted goodput optimization problem [11] . BnB is a global optimization technique used for non-convex problems, especially in discrete (10) and combinatorial optimization. The original domain of the optimization variables is divided into smaller sub-regions, and interval arithmetic analysis is performed in each sub-region to compute the lower and upper bounds. The interval arithmetic analysis uses inclusion functions , , and derived from our main objective function in (10) to compute the bounds. Depending on the computed bounds, a decision is made on whether a sub-region is retained or pruned [11] [12] [13] . In (10), the number of slices in the high and low priority fragments (i.e., , ) and the conditions , , and define the search region. Each sub-region is defined by the lower and upper bounds of and as and and these are used to compute the bounds of in that sub-region using the above inclusion functions. The lower and upper bounds of function satisfying condition are derived as This is because in (10) can be expressed as a product of two functions, and . Here is minimum at and is minimum at and both are positive. Therefore, the lower bound . Similarly is maximum at and is maximum at and both are positive. Therefore, the upper bound . Similarly the lower and upper bounds of functions and are also derived. The lower and upper bounds of the weighted goodput in a sub-region are computed as the expected lower and upper bounds of the inclusion functions in that sub-region over queue length varying from . In the BnB algorithm, the overall search region of the variables and and the sub-regions generated from them form a tree. The sub-regions contain the estimated and of the weighted expected goodput . Depending on the values of these bounds, a decision is made to either retain or prune a sub-region. The following steps are applied iteratively until the maximum value is obtained: 1) In the set of unexpanded sub-regions, find the maximum " ", say , and prune all those sub-regions whose is less than . 2) From the set of unpruned and unexpanded sub-regions, select the sub-region with maximum " " and further spawn it to form two more sub-regions. 3) Modify the set of unexpanded sub-regions and repeat step 1. The BnB algorithm reduces the number of times (i.e., 36 times for Kbps, and 150 byte slice size) the expected weighted goodput values have to be computed as compared to the exhaustive search case (i.e., 100 times for all combinations of and ). Table I shows the optimal values derived for different encoding rates and channel BERs.
remains the same at Kbps for different channel BER's since sufficient bits Mbps for a given BER, increases in order to limit the increase in the number of slices discarded. The computation time for the BnB algorithm is directly dependent on the number of slices generated during every second. The exhaustive search takes 76 ms to determine the optimal point whereas the BnB algorithm takes 56 ms on a Core 2 Duo 2.6-GHz Intel processor with 4 GB of RAM. This value is obtained when the distribution of slices in the priority queues is assumed unknown and we need to compute the expected . However the encoder would compute the distribution of slices in the priority queues during each second. When this information is available, the BnB algorithm takes only 13 ms to compute the optimal point whereas the exhaustive search takes 28 ms.
IV. PRIORITY-AGNOSTIC VERSUS PRIORITY-AWARE FRAGMENTATION
In this section, we compare the goodput and slice discard rates of the priority-agnostic and priority-aware schemes analytically, for two bit rates of 960 Kbps and 1080 Kbps over a 1024 Kbps channel. In the next section, we compare the performance of priority-agnostic and priority-aware schemes using simulations with video sequences. The maximum expected goodput in priority-agnostic fragmentation and in priority-aware fragmentation shown in Fig. 6 (a) are computed using (2) and (10), respectively. The slice size is 150 bytes and the weights and for the priority-aware fragmentation are derived for the Foreman video sequence as discussed in Section III-D2. For 960 Kbps the weights and for 1080 Kbps . The corresponding optimal fragment sizes for priority-aware fragmentation were listed in Table I . The number of Kbytes/sec discarded in Fig. 6 (b) in order to achieve maximum goodput is computed using (4) .
As shown in Fig. 6(a) , priority-aware fragmentation achieves a goodput gain of 14% over priority-agnostic fragmentation at Kbps and , even when it discards 8.6 Kbytes of additional data per second as shown in Fig. 6(b) . However, the performance of both fragmentation schemes starts converging as the channel BER decreases from to . This is expected because, when the channel is good enough, slices are not discarded [see Fig. 6(b) ] and packets are not lost, and so fragmentation does not need to use priority information. In fact the priority-agnostic case uses 8 slices per fragment at BER of with no slice data discarded whereas the priority-aware case uses 5 slices per fragment for high priority and 10 slices per fragment for low priority discarding only 320 bytes of low priority slice data. Similarly, Fig. 6(a) shows that the priority-aware fragmentation achieves a goodput gain of 20% over priority-agnostic fragmentation at Kbps and . We discard 9.6 Kbytes of additional data to achieve this gain as shown in Fig. 6(b) . Unlike Kbps, the priority-aware fragmentation achieves a goodput gain of 9% over priority-agnostic fragmentation at lower BER for Kbps in Fig. 6(a) . Note that 1) priority-aware fragmentation uses 6 and 10 slices per fragment for the high and low priority packets, respectively, as compared to 10 slices per fragment in the priority-agnostic case, and 2) discards slightly more low priority slice data (i.e., 16.2 Kbytes) as compared to discarding 14 Kbytes in priority-agnostic fragmentation as shown in Fig. 6(b) .
Though the priority-aware fragmentation provides goodput gain by increasing the transmission reliability of higher priority packets, we have also investigated if this gain corresponds to better video quality. We illustrate the results for Foreman encoded at 960 Kbps with a slice size of 150 bytes and transmitted over a 1 Mbps channel with BER = . The expected goodput values for were shown in Fig. 5(a) . We have also computed the video quality [in terms of average PSNR (dB)] for these values of and . Fig. 7 (a) and (b) illustrates the contour plots displaying the isolines (line connecting the points of equal value) of and video PSNR. The distance between the isolines is equivalent to the gradient which represents the improvement in the corresponding values of and video PSNR. The plots show that higher generally corresponds to higher video PSNR values. For example, the dark red region in the contour plots represents the highest value of for which also corresponds to the highest PSNR of 30.81 dB. Similarly, the dark blue region in the contour plots represents the lowest value of for which also corresponds to the lowest PSNR of 25.65 dB. We have observed a similar behavior for other video sequences (e.g., CIF Silent video) and encoding rates.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Simulation Setup
This section evaluates the performance of the baseline system, and priority-agnostic and priority-aware fragmentation. The baseline system does not include slice prioritization and the packets are transmitted at the network limited MTU size of 1500 bytes. Two CIF resolution video sequences Foreman and Silent are used in our experiments, where Silent has lower motion activity than Foreman. They are encoded using H.264/AVC JM 14.2 reference software [29] for a GOP length of 20 frames with GOP structure IDR B P B P B IDR at 30 frames/sec and encoding rates of 720 Kbps, 960 Kbps, and 1080 Kbps. Slice sizes of 150, 300, 600, and 900 bytes are used and the slices are formed using dispersed mode FMO with two slice groups. Two reference frames are used for predicting the P and B frames, with error concealment enabled using temporal concealment and spatial interpolation. The error concealment in a frame depends on the frame type and the type of losses encountered. If the entire (IDR, P, or B) frame is lost, motion copy is performed wherein the motion vectors from the best suited previous reference frame are copied and all the macroblocks are predicted. If some slices of a predicted (P or B) frame are lost, the decoder verifies the availability of sufficient motion information for the lost macroblocks. If motion information is available, the motion copy is performed else co-located macroblocks of the previous reference frame are directly copied. If some slices of an IDR frame are lost, the corresponding macroblocks are concealed using spatial interpolation. Error concealment is enabled for all the schemes evaluated in this section. The channel transmission rate is 1 Mbps and the PHY and MAC layer header is set to 50 bytes. Three video encoding rates are chosen to study the following cases 1) At 720 Kbps video bit rate, the 1 Mbps channel can support the fragment overhead; 2) at 960 Kbps, the channel may not have sufficient bits to accommodate fragment overhead without slice discard; and 3) at 1080 Kbps, the channel cannot even support the encoded video rate. For both test sequences, the PSNR increases with encoding rate as well as slice size. As the slice size increases, more macroblocks are encoded in each slice; this can more effectively exploit the spatial correlation in the neighboring macroblocks. A 900 byte slice provides a 0.4-0.5 dB PSNR gain compared to a 150 byte slice size. Similarly, when the encoding rate is increased from 720 Kbps to 960 Kbps, the PSNR increases by 1-1.5 dB. In addition to computing PSNR the subjective quality of the resultant videos is also evaluated using the perceptually based video quality metric (VQM) discussed in [34] and [35] . VQM is reported as a single number for the entire sequence and has a nominal output range from zero to one, where zero (one) represents no (maximum) perceived impairment.
B. Priority-Agnostic Fragmentation
Priority-agnostic packet fragmentation ignores the packet priorities and uses the optimal fragment size derived by maximizing the expected goodput as discussed in Section III-D1. The average video PSNR and average VQM achieved by the priority-agnostic fragmentation for the Foreman sequence are shown in Fig. 8 . As in the baseline system, the average PSNR Fig. 8 decreases when the channel BER increases. For 720 Kbps video, the video quality is purely determined by the impact of channel errors as sufficient bits are available to allocate a header to each fragment. At high channel BER, the fragment success probability, , expressed in (1), decreases, resulting in more errors. The deterioration in expected goodput due to increasing channel BER was shown in Fig. 3(a) . For higher video bit rates 960 and 1080 Kbps and larger slice sizes, the fragment sizes may be higher and some slices are also discarded to meet the channel bit rate constraint which leads to more video quality deterioration. For example, a video bit rate of 1080 Kbps requires 27 Kbytes of slice data to be discarded every second as shown in Fig. 4 in order to achieve a maximum expected goodput of only 0.67 by transmitting 300 byte fragments as shown in Fig. 3(b) . The fragments formed from smaller slice sizes, though, provide better PSNR performance as compared to fragments formed from larger slice sizes in Fig. 8 . This is because smaller slice size allows a finer aggregation of video data into fragments. For example, each fragment contains eight and two 150 byte slices at BER of and , respectively, as compared to only one 900 byte slice.
The VQM plots illustrated in Fig. 8 agree with the trends observed in average PSNR values. A high level of perceived impairment can be observed at high channel BERs, high video bit rates, and large slice sizes. Fig. 9 compares the expected goodput, video PSNR, and VQM gains achieved by fragments formed from 150 byte slices over those formed from 900 byte slices for the Foreman video sequence. The gains generally increase with BER for each video bit rate. At 720 Kbps and BER of , a large goodput gain of more than 45%, a PSNR gain of 7.6 dB, and VQM gain of 0.3 is achieved. Similarly 31% gain in goodput is achieved at 960 Kbps and 1080 Kbps video bit rates with corresponding PSNR gains of 4.6 dB and 4.2 dB and VQM gains of 0.18 and 0.17, respectively.
The PSNR and VQM gain achieved by the priority-agnostic fragmentation over the baseline system is shown in Fig. 10 . Considerable gains are achieved for 150, 300, and 600 byte slice sizes due to enhanced fragment success rate in priority-agnostic fragmentation as compared to the baseline system. The gain for these slice sizes generally increases with BER for 720 and 960 Kbps video bit rate. Also the smaller slice sizes achieve larger PSNR gains as they can achieve finer aggregation of video data in fragments. For example, a PSNR gain of 10.4 dB is achieved for a 720 Kbps video encoded using 150 byte slices at a channel BER of . For 900 byte slices, the gain is only up to 1 dB. At a low channel BER of , different slice sizes achieve less than 2 dB gain, since very few fragments are corrupted by error. Fig. 10 (c) and (d) shows that priority-agnostic fragmentation significantly improves the perceptual video quality as compared to the baseline transmission.
C. Priority-Aware Fragmentation
We adapt the fragment size to slice priorities as explained in Section III-D2, i.e., larger fragment size is used for the low priority slices, along with slice fragmentation. Priority-aware fragmentation thus maximizes the weighted expected goodput by increasing the transmission reliability of high priority packets.
In order to discard the excess slices as discussed in Section III-D, we first use a modified drop-tail based slice discard scheme which first discards the lowest priority (i.e., S=4) slices, followed by S=3 and S=2 slices, for one second interval. Table II(a) and (b) shows the PSNR and VQM gains for the Foreman video achieved by the priority-aware fragmentation over the priority-agnostic fragmentation when both schemes use the modified drop-tail mechanism for slice discard.
In order to further increase the PSNR values as well as the corresponding gain achieved by the priority-aware fragmentation, we also propose a slice discard scheme for dispersed mode FMO with two slice groups as follows:
Step 1) Consider the B-frame starting from the end of the GOP and drop slices from Slice Group 1 (SG1) corresponding to the two lowest priorities (i.e., S=3 and 4).
Step 2) Repeat Step 1 for the next B-frame until slices from all the B-frames are discarded, as needed.
Step 3) Repeat Steps 1 and 2 for SG2 slices of B frames.
Step 4) Consider the P-frame starting from the end of GOP and discard the lowest priority (i.e., S=4) slices from SG1.
Step 5) Repeat Step 4 for the next P-frames.
Step 6) Drop the lowest priority (i.e., S=4) slices from SG1 of the IDR frame.
Step 7) Drop high priority slices (i.e., S=1 and 2) from SG1
and SG2 of B-frames starting from the end of the GOP. Since dispersed mode FMO is used, if some low priority slices from a slice group are discarded, the lost MBs will be concealed from spatially adjacent MB's belonging to the other slice group. Since error concealment may not be effective when spatially adjacent MBs are discarded, we discard the lowest priority slices from only one slice group in P and IDR frames. Since B-frame slices do not cause error propagation and can be effectively concealed, our scheme allows the discard of slices from both B-frame slice groups. Unlike the proposed slice discard scheme, the modified drop-tail based scheme does not consider the slice group, frame type and frame location information. Table III shows the additional gain, both in terms of PSNR and VQM, achieved by the proposed slice discard scheme over the modified drop-tail scheme in the priority-aware fragmentation. We have achieved similar gains for the Silent video sequence. Note that no additional gain is achieved for 720 Kbps video as no slices are discarded for this bit rate. Fig. 11 shows the expected received video PSNR and VQM for priority-aware fragmentation with the proposed slice discard scheme for the Foreman video sequence. The variation of av- erage video PSNR with BER and slice size is similar to our observations for the priority-agnostic fragmentation shown in Fig. 8 . In particular, we notice in Fig. 11(a) and (c) that the use of slice fragmentation in priority-aware fragmentation has improved the PSNR performance of large slice sizes and narrowed the gap between large and smaller slices sizes as compared to the priority-agnostic fragmentation (in Fig. 8 ). It also has reduced the amount of visual impairment as measured by VQM compared to the priority-agnostic fragmentation [see Figs. 11(b) and (d)]. However as discussed in Section III-C, the loss of the first fragment containing the slice header causes the subsequent fragments of a packet to be discarded at the receiver even though they were successfully received. This still keeps the performance of large slices slightly inferior as compared to 150 byte slices when the channel error rate is high and the resulting fragment success rate is low. Slice fragmentation of a large slice also causes more slices to be discarded from the buffer when the video is encoded at high bit rates and results in adjacent slices of the frame to be dropped. This causes the large slices to underperform as compared to the 150 byte case even at low channel error rates at 1080 Kbps as shown in Fig. 11(e) . Tables IV and V show the video PSNR and VQM gains achieved by priority-aware over priority-agnostic fragmentation without using slice fragmentation for 960 Kbps Foreman and Silent video sequences. The corresponding gain for 1080 Kbps video is shown in brackets. The priority-aware fragmentation scheme adapts the fragment sizes to the individual packet priority levels which results in better received video quality. Note that both schemes have the same PSNR performance at a video bit rate of 720 Kbps because the margin of 304 Kbps for 1024 Kbps (i.e., 1 Mbps) channel bit rate is sufficient to transmit one slice per fragment. At a given channel BER, it is also observed that higher gain is achieved at smaller slice sizes. Increasing the slice size decreases the flexibility in choosing the fragment sizes as each fragment contains one or more slices in their entirety. For example, the fragment size can be either 600 bytes or 1200 bytes for a 600 byte slice size. Moreover a 900 byte slice allows us only 1 slice/fragment at 1500 bytes MTU. This restricts the PSNR gain that can be achieved by priority-aware over priority-agnostic fragmentation. A similar trend is also observed for the VQM gain in Tables IV(b) and V(b). Smaller slice sizes provide relatively more improvement in the perceptual video quality at the receiver. This inflexibility can be mitigated by allowing the fragmentation of slices by suitably modifying the decoder to handle partial slice data. This further increases the PSNR gain that can be achieved by priority-aware fragmentation scheme as discussed below. Table VI shows the PSNR gains achieved by priority-aware (with slice fragmentation) over priority-agnostic fragmentation for Foreman and Silent sequences at 720, 960, and 1080 Kbps. Table VII shows the VQM gains achieved corresponding to the PSNR gains in Table VI . The priority-aware Table VII(b) . Similar gains are also observed when the video encoding rate (1080 Kbps) exceeds the channel bit rate of 1 Mbps. Fig. 12 shows the 126th frame of Foreman encoded at 720 Kbps using a slice size of 600 bytes at a BER of . Fig. 13 shows the 126th frame of Silent using these same specifications. The average VQM values are also shown in Figs. 12 and 13 .
VI. CONCLUSION
An efficient priority-aware MAC layer packet fragmentation scheme was proposed to improve the quality of pre-encoded H.264 bitstreams transmitted over unreliable error-prone wireless links. The optimal fragment sizes for the respective priority levels are derived using the branch-and-bound technique combined with multidimensional arithmetic interval methods. Further slice fragmentation was used to boost the PSNR and VQM quality performance of videos, especially encoded at large slice sizes. The performance in terms of expected received video quality was compared to 1) the traditional baseline model where each packet is transmitted onto the channel at the network limited MTU size, and 2) priority-agnostic fragmentation using a single optimal fragment size. It was shown that maximizing the expected goodput or expected weighted goodput provides large gains in received video quality.
The cross-layer priority information exchange between the video layer and MAC layer allowed us to design a slice discard scheme which enabled us to reduce the impact of lost slices on the received video quality. The fact that these gains are achieved without error correction techniques makes it all the more interesting to evaluate the above strategies using unequal error protection for different priority levels.
